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Lord Dreams Come True with Haypi
Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.5

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA, August
4, 2015 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Haypi
Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.5 has hit
the AppStore! Amazing new content
makes the thrilling game even more fun!
This strategic war MMO captured the
attention after being placed in the
“Featured” part of the AppStore in over
20 regions (Games> Simulation or
Strategy> New). The game is super
entertaining! There is a piece of land with
the player’s name on it. The Lords can
live the dreams of gaining riches, leading
brave heroes and powerful fleets, and
even of dominating the world!

Haypi Adventure 1.5 has been released.
The amazing Age of Discovery MMO
comes to boast its new look. The major
part of the interface was made cooler
and nicer. The renewed looks bring more
inspiration and enjoyment! A new 3D
modeling method improves the gaming
experience with more authentic scenes in
Home Base. Better water animation
makes the whole map in Open Waters
looks prettier and more real. Besides,
Ocean vision in Closed Waters is more
natural after optimization. A newly added
mist effect covers the territories when the

shield is gone. Territories in mist can only be attacked through using "Find a Target". With new looks,
new features and new thrill, Haypi Adventure is a fun challenge for the Haypi fans. 

The new 1.5 version of Haypi Adventure also shows off some new content. A spectacular new Relics
system has been added. With this new feature, players can team up ally squads to uncover the
mystery of the Relics. For encouragement, the player’s territory would be protected through a special
shield during the Relics combat. Some extra features have also been added to Haypi Adventure. A
special gold reward would be given on top of getting bonus resources from 10 successful plunders.
Besides, a new kind of crystal, called Turtle Ship Citrine (Viability) is on stage now. When this crystal
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is embedded to a ship, it can hold longer
before sinking. All the new features add
new spiciness to the game.

The new Haypi Adventure 1.5 also has
some new heroes on board.  Six new
heroes can now be recruited in the
Tavern through the option "Buy Wine".
What’s more, two new and exclusive
heroes have joined the Treasure Hunt!
Besides, the loyal VIP players, who have
reached VIP7, will get two exclusive
heroes to join their team! After the new
1.5 version arrives, the VIPs will “meet”
the heroes within 72 hours! In addition,
items in VIP gifts have become
significantly richer. So Haypi is really

taking care of the loyal players!

Some new adjustments in Haypi Adventure 1.5 add extra thrill to the gaming experience. To begin
with, resources consumed in ship building have been reduced by a third (except for Zeppelin). The
build time for Turtle Ship, Caravel and Breacher ships has been reduced by a third, too. The Bonus
Resources from plunder rewards have been increased significantly, especially for lords Lv.33+. To
increase the game balance, Cap of plundered resources for lords Lv.33+ is slightly lowered. For
further improvement of the fairness of the game, Stone Mine's Capacity is reduced while their
production rate stays unchanged. Now players can enjoy the experience of a well-balanced gameplay.

Haypi Adventure: Kingdom of Glory 1.5 has arrived in its entire splendor. The developer Haypi deeply
appreciates the love and support of the fans. They inspire and lead the creative developer closer and
closer to perfecting the gaming experience!

The war strategic game Haypi Adventure is free for download, available at the AppStore. In-app
purchases are available. The game would be fun for anyone, who has the heart of a hero!
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